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Develop the ethical decision-making skills that are essential in the field of criminal justice with the

help of ETHICAL DILEMMAS AND DECISIONS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 9th Edition. Packed with

current, real-world examples, the text offers comprehensive coverage of ethics across all three arms

of the criminal justice system: the police, the courts, and corrections. It combines coverage of the

philosophical principles and theories that are the foundation of ethical decision-making with the

latest challenges and issues in criminal justice -- militarization of the police, mass imprisonment,

wrongful convictions, the misuse of power by public servants, and more. Hands-on exercises,

real-life cases, and practical scenarios illustrate the significance of ethics in today's criminal justice

arena. Whether you plan to work in the field of policing, courts, or corrections, this book delivers the

information and tools you need to deal effectively with ethical challenges on the job.
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improve your retention & mastery of concepts   Each chapter begins with numbered learning

objectives that are matched to end-of-chapter summary sections and linked to corresponding quiz

items. In addition, a running glossary within the chapters defines key terms when they first appear in

the text.       Real-world insight   &#039;Dilemma&#039; boxes break down the law, policy, and

ethics issues for each scenario. Offering real-world insight, they examine scenarios involving such

issues as the use of expert witnesses, racial profiling, and prosecutor discretion.       Real-life



examples of misconduct & the effects of misconduct   &#039;In the News&#039; boxes focus on

real-life examples of misconduct and the effects of misconduct, including the Michael Brown killing,

the 21st Century Panel on Policing, implicit bias, wrongful convictions, prosecutorial misconduct.      

Consider this   &#039;Quote and Query&#039; revisit actual quotes from historical and

contemporary figures in criminal justice, and ask you to consider thought-provoking questions.
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MindTap is designed to help you master the material   Interactive videos, animations, and activities

create a learning path designed by your instructor to guide you through the course and focus on

whatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s important.       MindTap is mobile   The MindTap Mobile App provides the

mobility and flexibility for you to make any time study time.       MindTap helps you stay organized
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"This book is by far the most comprehensive book addressing ethics within the criminal justice

system. The book is well-written and comprehensive and gives the student a clear understanding of

the ethical systems used in our society. All components of the criminal justice system are

addressed: police, courts, and corrections."

Dr. Joycelyn Pollock, University Distinguished Professor Emeritus, School of Criminal Justice,

Texas State University received a Ph.D. from the State University of New York at Albany and a J.D.

from the University of Houston. Dr. Pollock's many published works include CRIME AND CRIMINAL

JUSTICE IN AMERICA; WOMEN'S CRIMES, CRIMINOLOGY AND CORRECTIONS; CRIMINAL

LAW; PRISONS AND PRISON LIFE and MORALITY STORIES.

The book was in great condition and as advertised. I was able to conduct my studies knowing that I



had the reading material.

The book itself is in good condition, I just found the topic of CJUS Ethics to be slightly boring.

great quality

Definitely an interesting book, up there on my list of favorite textbooks for sure.

Although I didn't have to use it as much as I thought I would, I found it useful for my class. Good

condition.

Great condition as advertized and showed up well before estimated latest delivery date. I will

definetly keep this company in mind next order!! Another great thing is that my college change

requirments on me and I had to return it. I was able to do that hassle free!

I like the progression from ethics history to theory and application. It was an enlightening read with

or without a criminal justice context. This should be a professional read for employees.

Great book! Meet expectations
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